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The main purpose of this paper is to show that if E is a reflexive Banach space 
with a uniformly GIteaux differentiable norm, then the convergence of a 
sequence of semigroups implies the convergence of the resolvents of their 
generators. This solves a problem that was left open in [12]. We also consider 
the fluid dynamical limit of Carleman’s equation. In addition, we provide a 
converse to [12, Theorem 2.11. We show that in any Banach space, resolvent 
consistency implies convergence for nonlinear contractive algorithms even if the 
domain of the limit semigroup is not convex. This improves upon [4, Theorem 
3.21. 
Let E be a real Banach space. We denote the identity operator by 1, and the 
closure of a subset D of E by cl(D). Recall that an operator A C E x E with 
domain D(A) and range R(A) is said to be accretive if [ x1 - .r2 / < 1 xi - x2 + 
r(y, - ys)] for all yi E Axi , i = 1, 2, and Y  > 0. Let J,. = (I + rA)-l, Y  > 0, 
be the resolvent of A. If  R(I + ~4) 3 cl(D(A)) for all positive r, then -A 
generates a semigroup S: [O, co) x cl(D(A)) + cl(D(A)) by the exponential 
formula. Recall that the norm of E is said to be uniformly GIteaux differentiable 
if for each y  in the unit sphere U = (X E E: j x 1 = l}, lim,,,(l x + ty 1 - 1 x 1)/t 
exists uniformly for x E U. Every Banach space with a uniformly convex dual 
has a uniformly Gateaux differentiable norm, but there are reflexive spaces 
with a uniformly GIteaux differentiable norm that are not even isomorphic to a 
uniformly smooth space. 
THEOREM 1. Let E be a reflexive Banach space with a uniformly Ga”teaux 
dtjferentiable norm, {A,: n = 1, 2,...) a sequence of accretive operators in E such 
that R(I + rA,) 3 cl(D(A,)) for all Y > 0 and n > 1, J;‘n the resolvent of A,, , 
and S, the semigroup generated by -A, . Let A be another accretive operator with 
resolvent J,. such that R(I + YA) r> cl(D(A)) for all r > 0, and let S be the semi- 
group generated by -A. Suppose that cl(D(A)) is convex, and that for each x in 
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cl(D(A)) there is a sequence {xn> such that s, E cl(D(.4,L)) and s,~ + s. --lssume that 
if m, E cl(D(A,)) and xn + .% E cl(D(d)), then 
fz s,(t) x,, : S(t) .2’ (1) 
for all t 2 0, uniformly for compact t interculs. Then wheneaer x,, E cl(D(&)) and 
x, - x C- cl(D(A)), it follows that 
(4 
for each r > 0. 
Remark. It is known [6] that (2) implies (I) in any Banach space (even if 
cl(D(A)) is not convex). Consequently, (1) and (2) are, in fact, equivalent. Thus 
we obtain a complete nonlinear analog of the Trotter-Neveu-Kato [13, 10, 71 
theorem. A weaker result has been recently obtained by Kobayashi [8]. The 
Hilbert space case is due to BCnilan [2]. In contrast with the linear case, (1) does 
not imply (2) in all Banach spaces [5]. I f  cl(D(A)) C cl(D(A.)) for all n, then (1) 
is implied by the assumption that for each x in cl(D(A)), lim,,, S,(t) x = S(t) x 
for all t > 0, uniformly for compact t intervals. I f  the norm of E+ is FrCchet 
differentiable and A is m-accretive, then cl(D(A)) is indeed convex. The following 
proof uses ideas from [l, 121. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let X, -x E cl(D(A)), and let C be a closed convex 
separable subset of cl(D(A)) that contains .r and is invariant under S. Let r be 
positive, and denote J$c, by yn . Since 1 X, - yn ( < (4/r) si 1 x, - s,(t) x, 1 dt 
[3, P. 111, Cyn> ’ b is ounded. By [ 12, Lemma 1. I], there is a subsequence of (yn}, 
which we denote by (Y,,~}, such that f  (z) = lim,,,,, 1 ylic - z 1 exists for all z in C. 
Since f  is continuous, convex, and f  (z) - CT as I x 1 - o3, f  attains its minimum 
over C at u E C. By [12, Lemma 1.21, lim SU~,,~-~(Z - u, J(y,, - u)) < 0 for all 
z in C. 
For each T > 0 and Z.U, E cl(D(A,)) we have 
J(yn - S,L(t) w,)) dt < / .\‘,I - wn )* - I yn - S,(T) w, I?. 
We choose w, E cl(D(A,)) such that lim,,, w, = u, and note that 
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Since 1 s,(t) w, - 24 [ < 1 s,(t) w, - s(t) u / + 1 s(t) u - u 1 , it follows that 
for each E > 0, there are T > 0 and lzO such that 
KYn - “T, J(Yn - 4) - (Yn - x, , j(Yn - &z(t) %))I < c 
for all 0 < t < T and 12 3 n, . 
Consequently, if m is large enough and T is small enough, 
$ (ynr - x, J(Y?n - 4) < + 1’ (Ym - *%I , l(Ym - &n(t) %I)) la + F E 
0 
< 
2T 
I ym - w, I2 - I Y, - &n(T) w, I2 + r E. 
Thus 
$ lirn2tp(ym - ?c, J(ynl - u)) <f’(u) - fa(S(T) u) + $ l < $ E, 
so that lim sup,,&y,~ - x, J(ym - u)) ,( 0. Since x E C, we also have 
lim sup,,,(x - u, j(ym - u)) < 0. Hence lim supnrem / yin - u Ip < 0 and 
{ym> converges strongly to 24. 
For positive s, let z, = (I + (Y/S) (I - S(s)))-’ x. We know that a = the 
strong lim,s,, z, = Jrx (see the proof of [12, Theorem 5.11). Now suppose that 
for some subsequence {ym} of (yn}, the strong lim,,,-,, Y,~ = u. We complete the 
proof by showing that u = z’. Taking w, - a, , we obtain, for any T > 0, 
It follows that given E > 0, 
+c (u - x, /(u - v)) < 1 u - z, I2 - 1 II - S(T) z, I2 + $ E, 
if T and s are small enough. 
Choosing s = T, we obtain 
p (u - x, J(u - zq)) < 1 24 - 22, I‘z - 1 u - z, - p (zs - “Y) 1” + c E 
< 4 (zs - I, J(u - z,)) + $ E. 
Therefore (u - x, j(u - ZJ)) < (U - x, J(u - ~1)) + e, 1 u - @ 1’ < E and 
u = zf. This completes the proof. 
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I f  {A,) and A are m-accretive, then (2) is equivalent to 
(3) 
for each x E cl(D(A)) and Y > 0. 
Denote the element of minimal norm in 9.r by =2Os, and consider the following 
condition: 
For each s E D(A), there is a sequence 
such that 
(4) 
s, - x and A,,%, - 4O.x. 
Let E be a Banach space that is both uniformly convex and uniformly smooth, 
and let (A,: n =: 1, 2,...) and d be m-accretive operators in E. Then (3) always 
implies (4) (cf. [3, p. 181). In order to prove (4) 2 (3) in some special cases (we 
do not know if this is true in general), let s belong to cl(D(A)), r > 0, and 
yn = JEW. If z E D(A), z, d z, and A,%, - A”z, then z, = J$*(zn + rA,,Oz,) 
and j yn - 2, / .< 1 s - 2, - r;Znoz,, / , so that {yn} is bounded. If  -4 is single- 
valued, we choose z = J,.x and obtain (3). (I n other words, consistency implies 
resolvent consistency.) I f  E = 10, 1 < p < cc, and D(A,) C cl(D(A)), we let J 
be a weak subsequential limit of y, . Since (s - y, - rA.?z, , J(yn - z,)) > 0 
for all It, (X - y  - rAO.2, J(y - z)) 3 0 for all z ED(4). Since cl(D(A)) is 
convex, it is weakly closed and y  E cl(D(A)). It follows that in fact y  E D(A) and 
(X - y)/r E -gy. Thus (yn) converges weakly to Jrr. Since 1 yn - z, le si 
(x - z, - rAnoz, , J(yn - z,)) + 0 when z = J,x, (3) follows again. Now 
assume that D(rl) is closed. Let C be a closed convex separable subset of ~l(O(~4)) 
that contains .Y and is invariant under JA for all h > 0. There is a subsequence of 
-[yn}, which we denote by {y,,,}, such thatf(z) = lim,,,+= / y,,, - z I exists for all 
z E C. Let f  attain its minimum over C at u E C. We have 
lim sup(z - u, J(y,,, - U)) < 0 for all z in C. 
m 4 TI 
\Ve also have for z E D(A), 
li7f-yp(yn - s, Jbn I - 2)) < r litn+yp( -Pz, J(yn - z)). 
Given E > 0, choose h > 0 such that I(-4%~ - -+I,+, /(y, - u))I < E for all n. \lie 
obtain lim su~,,Ay~,, - .Y. /(yn2 - u)) < (r/h) lim supn,,,(JAu - u, J(ynl - u)) 
+ rc < r<. But we also have lim SUP~~+~(.Y - U, J(ym - u)) < 0, so that 
lim sup,,r-e I y,,, - u I2 d ix and {yn,} converges strongly to u. Since 
(X - u - rA”z, J(u - z)) 3 0 for all .z E D(A), II = Jrx and the whole sequence 
converges strongly to jT.v. It follows that in these cases, (1), (2), (3), and (4) are 
all equivalent. 
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WTe remark in passing that Carleman’s equation provides an interesting 
. . 
apphcation of (2) = (1) (cf. [9]). Recall that Carleman’s equation is 
u, + p-lus + p-*(24” - 2q = 0, 
%‘t - p-lz,.r + p-‘($ - u’) = 0, 
where p is a positive parameter. 
We let 
E = L = L1(R) ‘< L’(R), 
L’ = {(II, v) EL: (u, Z!) ;z (0, O)), 
and define an operator A, by 
.d,(u, 21) = (p-‘u’ + p-2($ - q, -pm’& + p-2($ - u’)) 
with D(AP) = {(u, U) EL-: u, G locally absolutely continuous, (u’, E’) EL). It can 
be shown that A, is accretive and closed, and that Z?(Z j- r-A{,) r) cl(D(.+I1,)) = L ‘. 
for all r > 0. Therefore -A, generates a semigroup S,, on L.. Now let d be 
defined by A(u, u) = (- $(log u)“, - f(log u)“) with D(A) = {U E L’(R): u > 0, 
U” is continuous, (log u)” E L’(R), cl/s” < U(X) < ca/.~* for some ci and ca and .t 
sufficiently large, and / u’(.v)l < M/i K 13)*. It can be shown that the closure of ,$ 
is B = C u D, where C(U, U) = (- $(log u)“, - i(log u)“), D(C) = (u E L’(R): 
u > 0, (log u)’ is locally absolutely continuous, (log u)” E L’(R), (log u)’ + 0 as 
x 4 &co)“, and D = {[o,f]:f~L’(R), J”;%~(.Y) ds = 01’. It follows from [9] 
that R(Z + YB) 1 cl(D(B)) = {(u, U) EL: u 3 0:. Therefore -B generates a 
semigroup S. In [9] it is also shown that for each [x, J] t d, there exist 
[x, , y,] E A, such that x,, 4 s and J,, +-v. (In other words. --I is contained in 
the lower limit Li p+u A, .) Consequently, B C Li,,, A,, too. It can be shown that 
this implies that lim,_a J%x = J,.” * f  A or each x in cl(D(B)) and r > 0. Therefore 
(2) is satisfied and so is (1). That is, if (uII , zrl,) + (II, u), then S,,(t) (u,, , zjnj + 
S(t) (u, U) for all t 3 0, uniformly for compact t intervals. The limit semigroup S 
corresponds to the equation ut - a(log u)” = 0, which is the fluid dynamical 
limit of Carleman’s equation. 
LVe conclude by providing a converse to [IZ, Theorem 2. I]. It shows that 
resolvent consistency implies convergence for nonlinear contractive algorithms 
even if the domain of the limit semigroup is not convex. The case D -= C 
improves upon [4, Theorem 3.21 
THEORERl 2. Let E be a Banach space, D a closed subset of E, and C a non- 
e.\pansive retract of D. Let F(t): D - C, 0 < t < co, be a fami!v of nonexpansizje 
mappings such that 
R(Z + r(Z - F(t))) 3 D for all t >- 0 and r > 0. 
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hl(’ + (r/t) (I - F(t)))-’ x = Jrx 
exists for each x E C and r > 0, and C = cl{J,.x: .X E C, r > 0}, then 
$i F(t/?q x = S(t) x 
(5) 
(6) 
exists for each x E C and t 3 0, uniformly on compact t intervals. 
Remark. Since C is a nonexpansive retract of D, J,.x does indeed belong to C. 
If  we define r4 C E x E by 
then A is accretive, Jr is its resolvent (on C), cl(D(A)) = C, R(I + rA) 3 
cl(D(A)) for all r > 0, and S is the semigroup generated by --A on C. 
Proof of Theorem 2. This result is obtained by combining known arguments 
with the following observation: If  T: D - D is nonexpansive, R(I + r(1 - T)) 
3 D for all r > 0, and S is the semigroup generated by -B = T - I (via the 
exponential formula), then ( S(n) x - Tnx j < n112 1 .t’ - TX / for all n > 1 and 
s E D, even if D is not convex. This inequality, in turn, will follow once we know 
that S(t) x is Cl, because this implies that S(t) .X = e-‘x + si esmfT(S(s) x) ds. 
One way to see this is to note that since B is continuous, S(t) x and u(t) = 
E + s:, BS(s) s ds h ave the same right derivatives and therefore are equal. 
Alternatively, we note that the range condition implies that 
Ii,mei+nf d((l - h) .t + hTx, 0)/k = 0 for each N in D. 
+ 
Consequently, the initial value problem U’ + (I - T) II = 0, u(O) = s has 
indeed a C’ solution [I l] that coincides with S(t) X. 
i\rote added itt proof For more information concerning the fluid dynamical limit of 
Carleman’s equation see the papers by M. G. Crandall and L. C. Evans, A singular 
semilinear equation in L’(R), Trans. --her. Math. Sm. 225 (1977), 145-153, and by 
H. G. Kaper, G. K. Leaf and the author, Convergence of semigroups with an application 
to the Carleman equation, Moth. Methods Appl. Sci., in press. 
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